Lease management
as-a-Service

Leased real estate, and especially, equipment
lease is a growing category of spend that does not
garner the same attention as other business
processes in most companies.

Wipro is a one-stop-shop for transformation and
process reengineering, analytics and digital
technology as well as back-office processing
(lease administration and accounting) including:

The recent FASB and IASB lease accounting
changes impact the way an accounting
department will cooperate with real-estate,
procurement, treasury and other business
Lease Abstraction
and Data setup

functions. The lease management process could
become error-prone without the right design,
governance and controls in place.

Lease Audit and
Compliance Reporting,

Dispute Management,

Lease Accounting,

Key Event (Lease
obligation) Management

Benefits
The benefits of an end-to-end optimized solution
are driven by ensuring compliance with the

CAM Reconciliation

contract and control of the data, operational
efficiency and business insights (see Figure 1).

100% compliance with the new regulations

Potential of 7% savings from implementing a standard financing sourcing
process applicable for equipment leasing

Potential of 10 to 12% per year savings opportunity of end-of-term leases

Up to 20% CAM (Common Area Maintenance) savings resulting from audits

A clean lease administration process can help tenants save approximately
1-5% of annual real estate costs across portfolio

Up to 50% effort reduction due to centralization, automation using Artificial Intelligence,
Robotics, OCR (Optical Character Recognition), process standardization, simplification and
continuous improvement
Figure 1: Benefits of Lease Management solution
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Why Wipro?
More than 200 legal and
contract professionals
and business analysts

More than 10 years of
experience in lease
management

Easy to scale solutions

Strategic partnerships with
the best platform providers
(Visual Lease, IBM Tririga)

Comprehensive BPaaS
solution with
integrated delivery
model and governance

Centralized approach
ensuring regional knowledge
and language capabilities

On-time regulatory compliance and full
benefits of an end-to-end optimized lease
management solution leveraging the right
tools, methodologies and processes.
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About Wipro Limited
Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT,
BSE: 507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a
leading global information
technology, consulting and
business process services
company. We harness the
power of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics,
cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our
clients adapt to the digital
world and make them
successful. A company
recognized globally for its
comprehensive portfolio of
services, strong commitment
to sustainability and good
corporate citizenship, we have
over 160,000 dedicated
employees serving clients
across six continents.
Together, we discover ideas
and connect the dots to build a
better and a bold new future.
For more information,
please write to us at
info@wipro.com
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